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Abstract: The overall life of oil-immersed power transformers depends on the long-term
life of the oil–paper insulation system throughout continuous operation. Studying the
reliability assessment methods for oil–paper insulation can help determine the reliability
level of power transformers accurately, and ensure their safe and stable operation. In the
present paper, the life of oil–paper insulation is proven to obey the Weibull distribution
under eight different temperatures set by the Weibull reliability probability paper; the
failure mechanisms of the different temperatures are highly consistent. The Weibull
distribution reliability curve cluster of oil–paper insulation is plotted under different
temperatures by which an oil–paper insulation reliability assessment method is proposed.
Lastly, the statistical validation experiment of the proposed method is conducted, which
proves its theoretical validity. Thus, the present study puts forward a simple and effective
method for the oil–paper insulation reliability assessment of power transformers under
different temperatures at different life stages.
Keywords: power transformers; oil–paper insulation; evaluation method; reliability test;
Weibull distribution model
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1. Introduction
Large oil-immersed power transformers perform the important task of power transmission for
power systems. With the gradual increase of operational time, the reliability of power transformers
decreases and the risk of failure increases. The oil–paper insulation system, as the most important part
of a power transformer’s internal insulation, largely determines the operational reliability of
oil–immersed power transformers [1–3]. Thus, assessing the level of oil–paper insulation reliability in
a timely and accurate manner can help reduce the incidence of insulation failure, ensure reliable
operation of the transformer, and maximize equipment utilization.
At present, studies on oil–paper insulation of oil-immersed power transformers are mainly focused
on the aging test, the extraction of aging characteristic parameters, and the assessment of residual life,
among others. Emsley et al. [4–7] conducted numerous studies on the aging mechanism and the aging
characteristics of cellulose insulation paper, in which the kinetic equation of insulation paper
degradation reaction was introduced and improved. Shroff et al. [8] studied the formation of furfural in
an accelerated aging test of insulation paper, and found the approximate logarithmic relationship
between furfural content in oil and degree of polymerization (DP) of the insulating paper.
Kachler et al. [9,10] carried out a thermal aging test under normal operating temperatures of power
transformers. They obtained the trend of the characteristic resultant in the process of oil–paper
insulation aging, analyzed the main influencing factors of aging such as moisture and temperature, and
completed a preliminary study of the aging mechanism.
Based on the analysis of dissolved gas in oil, the concentration of furan derivatives, DP, tensile
strength of the insulation paper, and other characteristic parameters that affect the life of oil–paper
insulation have been established by now [3,11,12]. However, in the aging process of an oil–paper
insulation system, many factors influencing the characteristic parameters occur, which vary at different
parts of the insulation system; thus, determining the insulation aging status and remaining life of
oil–paper insulation is difficult [13–15]. Studies of oil–paper insulation reliability evaluation methods
are rarely reported.
Transformer on-site operating experience shows that the process of the failure of oil–paper
insulation is relatively slow when the reliability of the oil–paper insulation is at a high level. Therefore,
based on the accelerated life test method in the field of reliability engineering, the present paper
conducts oil–paper insulation accelerated life reliability tests, in which the failure mechanisms cannot
change with the different levels of stresses. According to the distribution of oil–paper insulation life
under different temperatures, the current work proposes an oil–paper reliability assessment method in
which time and temperature are used as variable factors.
The main contents of the present paper are organized in the following order. Section 1 presents the
introduction of this paper. Section 2 designs the reliability test device, test circuit, test model, and test
methods. Section 3 lists the original data of the reliability test, and verifies that the reliability of
oil–paper insulation obeys the Weibull distribution model and that the failure mechanisms are highly
consistent under different temperatures. Section 4 proposes the curve cluster evaluation method of
oil–paper insulation reliability, which uses time and temperature as variable factors, and verifies the
validity of this method through a statistical validation test. Section 5 presents the conclusions of
this paper.
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2. Reliability Test of Oil–Paper Insulation
2.1. The Circuit Principle and the Device of the Test
Figure 1 is a circuit schematic of an oil–paper insulation electro-thermal aging test. The coupling
capacitor 4 returns the test voltage back to the console, which is used to record the accelerated aging
life of the samples. The internal dimensions of the aging test chamber (6) are 1600 × 800 × 1400 mm,
its adjustable temperature range is 10–200 °C, with a fluctuation of ±0.5 °C and a maximum voltage
threshold of 35 kV. The test oil tank (9), the overall structure of which is shown in Figure 2a, has
external dimensions of 550 × 400 × 500 mm. During the experiment, the internal temperature of the
test oil tank can be changed by adjusting the temperature of the aging test chamber, which can ensure
the uniformity of the internal temperature of the test oil tank and achieve the electro-thermal aging
purpose in the test oil tank.
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the aging experiment in the laboratory. (1) regulator;
(2) step-up transformer; (3) protection resistor; (4) coupling capacitor; (5) high-voltage
bushing; (6) aging test chamber; (7) grounding bushing; (8) grounding wire; (9) test oil
tank; (10) test electrode and sample.

Figure 2. (a) The oil tank for electro-thermal aging test; (b) Schematic diagram of the
experimental electrode. (1) tee valve; (2) air valve; (3) oil inlet valve; (4) oil outlet valve;
(5) grounding terminal; (6) high-voltage bushing.
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Figure 2a shows the overall structure of the electro-thermal combined aging test oil tank. The tank
consists of a sealed box filled with 25# mineral transformer insulating oil. The semipermeable
membrane installed at the top of the box is used for maintaining the pressure inside to ensure safety of
the electro-thermal combined aging test. All 10 samples can be placed inside the tank for the
accelerated life testing at the same time. The tee valve (1) is used to extract air from and fill nitrogen
into the top space of the tank. Air valve (2) is used to display the nitrogen pressure of the test oil tank
via a barometer. Oil inlet valve (3) is used for injecting new transformer oil. Oil outlet valve (4) is used
to discharge used oil. Grounding terminal (5) is used for the grounding of low-voltage electrode.
High-voltage bushing (6), rated at 10 kV, is used for the supply of the power source.
2.2. Test Model
The test electrode, the design of which obeys the ASTM-D149-09 regulation, is made of copper
metal [16]. As shown in Figure 2b, the high-voltage electrode (1) is a cylinder measuring 25 mm in
diameter and 50 mm in height, and the low-voltage electrode (2), also a cylinder, is 75 mm in diameter
and 20 mm in height. The surfaces of both electrodes are carefully polished. The sample (3), sized
80 mm in diameter and 0.3 mm in thickness, is common transformer insulation paper, with an ideal
electrical strength greater than 35 kV/mm. In the process of the experiment, the model is placed in the
25# mineral insulating oil of the electro-thermal combined aging test tank (Figure 2a).
2.3. The Pretreatment of Samples
The pretreatment process of the insulation paper mainly includes cutting, picking, vacuum drying,
and oil immersing. However, after cutting and picking, the insulation paper contains a small amount of
air bubbles and water, which greatly reduces the breakdown voltage. This makes a great difference
compared with the actual situation in power transformers, so vacuum drying and oil immersing are key
parts of the pretreatment process [17]; both should be accomplished carefully. Thus, the insulation
paper samples were immersed in oil for 200 h under 90 °C before they were dried in a vacuum tank
for 24 h under 60 °C [18]. Afterward, the breakdown voltage of the oil–paper sample increased to
12 kV, meeting the theoretical electrical strength and satisfying the requirements of the present
reliability experiment.
2.4. The Selection of Test Voltage and Temperature
To ensure the consistency of experimental results with the on-site situation, the reliability test under
different temperatures should be conducted at the operating voltage. However, even under the higher
temperature of 120 °C, the breakdown of the sample will still take a long time, making any statistical
tests very difficult to conduct. According to the accelerated aging test method in the field of reliability
engineering, the test voltage 9.5 kV was determined after plenty of experiments. At this voltage, the
dispersion of the aging life is small and the life length is reasonable. A large number of test data could
be obtained in a short period of time.
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The average temperature of oil-immersed power transformers is 75–85 °C and the partial
maximum temperature is 95 °C [19–21]. The flash point temperature of 25# transformer mineral
insulating oil is 140 °C. Considering the situation above, the test temperatures were chosen to range
from 60 to 130 °C with 10 °C intervals. The temperatures of the experiment are typical in the operation
of power transformers.
2.5. The Steps and Contents of the Experiment
2.5.1. Screening the Samples
To ensure stability of the test data at the same temperature, the samples needed sifting before the
accelerated life test. Samples with initial discharge voltages close to the theoretical values were
selected for the accelerated aging test.
2.5.2. Recording Aging Life
During the experiment, the experiment voltage shown on the console was recorded, and the time
between the beginning moment of the experiment and the breakdown moment of the sample was taken
as the aging life.
2.5.3. The Accelerated Aging Experiment
First, the test oil tank was placed into the electro-thermal combined aging test box and the selected
10 samples placed into the test oil tank (Figure 2a). Then, the electrodes were adjusted to make their
surface come in full contact with that of the sample and avoid the existence of air gaps. Second, the
test circuit was connected and the proper quantity of 25# transformer oil was injected. Lastly, air was
extracted, the proper quantity of nitrogen was injected to the top space of the tank, and the test circuit
was checked. The accelerated life test can be started when the temperature reaches the desired value.
2.5.4. Collection of Test Data
To gather enough life information on the oil–paper insulation models, 80 pretreated samples
were chosen to undergo the accelerated aging test at 9.5 kV under eight different temperatures
(1 temperature, 10 samples). Failure time was recorded for the analysis of life distribution and
reliability parameters.
3. Test Data and Validity Verification
3.1. Test Data and Its Analysis
3.1.1. Test Data
The test data of the 80 samples at 9.5 kV under different temperatures is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Test data of the samples at 9.5 kV under different temperatures.
Temperature t/°C

Lifetime t/s

Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

60 °C
7532
9249
10656
11153
11877
12933
14009
14609
16243
17506

70 °C
3485
4754
5172
5640
6017
6344
7200
7425
8172
8967

80 °C
2177
2683
3031
3383
3429
3610
3791
4109
4528
4909

90 °C
1058
1375
1503
1614
1737
1938
2012
2231
2426
2649

100 °C
574
783
852
929
991
1045
1186
1223
1346
1477

110 °C
364
447
515
539
574
625
677
706
785
846

120 °C
212
268
317
344
383
416
441
469
504
568

130 °C
115
148
173
192
207
219
227
252
271
289

3.1.2. Analysis of the Data
A large number of experiments show that the life of components, equipment, and systems, whose
failure of global function is caused by a partial failure or malfunction, obeys the Weibull
distribution [22]. IEEE standards recommend that the life of solid insulating materials obeys the
Weibull distribution or the lognormal distribution [23]. Therefore, a two-parameter Weibull
distribution was selected for the study of oil–paper insulation reliability. The failure and reliability
distribution functions of the two-parameter Weibull distribution model are shown below [23]:
F (t ) = 1 − e

−( t /η )

β

t ≥ 0; η , β > 0

R (t ) = 1 − F (t ) = e

− ( t /η )

β

(1)
(2)

where t is the time of the breakdown of the oil–paper sample, η is the scale parameter, and β is the
shape parameter. Once the two parameters are determined, the Weibull model is determined.
The ways to determine the parameters of the Weibull distribution model include the Weibull
probability paper method, maximum likelihood method, and least square method, among others.
Among them, the maximum likelihood method of parameter estimation is an effective way to obtain
more accurate parameter solutions [23–25]; the present study used the maximum likelihood estimation
method to determine the model parameters as follows: according to the fundamental principle of the
maximum likelihood estimation method, the likelihood function of Weibull distribution is built as:
ln L(θ t )
= ln[L(t1 , t 2 ,..., t n ;θ )]
= ∑ [ln(β ) + ( β − 1) ln ti − β lnη − (t i / η ) β ]
i∈F

(3)

+ ∑ [−(t i / η ) β ]
i∈C

in which F is the failure data set that includes the samples whose reliabilities are zero at the end of the
accelerated aging tests, and C is the censored data set that includes the samples whose reliabilities are
greater than zero at the end of the accelerated aging tests. The Weibull distribution likelihood
equations are:
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⎧ ∂lnL(θ / t )
=0
⎪
∂β
⎪
⎨
⎪ ∂lnL(θ / t )
=0
⎪
∂η
⎩

(4)

Formula (5) is derived from the combination of Formulas (3) and (4):
⎧ ∂ lnL(θ / t )
⎪
∂β
⎪
⎪= ∑ [1 / β + ln ti − lnη − (t i / η ) β ln(ti / η )]
⎪ i∈F
⎪
β
⎪⎪+ ∑ [−(ti / η ) ln(ti / η )] = 0
i∈C
⎨
lnL(
θ / t)
∂
⎪
⎪
∂η
⎪
β
⎪= ∑ [− β / η + ( β / η )(ti / η ) ]
i
∈
F
⎪
⎪+ ∑ [( β − η )(t / η ) β ] = 0
i
⎩⎪ i∈C

(5)

The estimated values of η and β can be derived from solving Formula (5). With the data in Table 1
and the maximum likelihood estimation method, the present study acquired the Weibull distribution
parameters of different temperatures, shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Test data and Weibull model parameters at 9.5 kV under different temperatures.
Temperature/°C
Weibull model
parameters

η
β

60 °C
13741
4.8

70 °C
6927
4.6

80 °C
3878
5.1

90 °C
2029
4.3

100 °C
1141
4.6

110 °C
664
4.8

120 °C
431
4.3

130 °C
229
4.7

The scale parameter η is also called characteristic life, which represents the life of the insulation
paper when the reliability is 0.632. The shape parameter β is a measure of the spread of the life of the
oil–paper samples. The larger β is, the smaller the range of life of the samples will be.
3.2. Validity Verification of the Test Data
3.2.1. Verification of the Life Distribution and Failure Mechanism
According to the life data for different temperatures in Table 1, the Weibull probability chart, shown
in Figure 3a, was plotted using the statistical function wblplot of the Matlab software [26]. The figure
shows the life data points approximately on straight lines under different temperatures and the straight
lines of different temperatures approximately parallel to one another. Thus, all the life distributions of
oil–paper insulation under different temperatures obey the Weibull distribution, and the failure
mechanism(s) of the samples do not change with the temperature.
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3.2.2. Verification of the Accelerated Life Model
In the present paper, the temperature was chosen as the accelerating stress variable because high
temperatures promote early failure in products. Arrhenius proposed an acceleration model, as follows,
based on large amounts of data [27]:

η = Ae E / KT

(6)

where η is the life characteristic, and the T is the absolute temperate equal to the sum of the Celsius
temperature and 273. A, E, and K are constants. The Arrhenius model indicates that the life
characteristic will rise exponentially as the temperature decreases.
Formula (7) is obtained from the logarithmic on both sides of the model (6):
ln η = a + b/T

(7)

where a and b are undetermined parameters. This formula shows the logarithm of the life characteristic
should have a linear relationship with the reciprocal of the absolute temperate.
Figure 3b shows that there is a good linear relationship between the logarithm of the life
characteristic and the reciprocal of the absolute temperature [26–28]. The equation of the fitting line is
shown below:
ln η = −13.725 + 7747.6/T

(8)

From Figure 3a,b and the associated analysis, the present study concludes that the design of the
oil–paper insulation reliability experiment is reasonable and the Weibull distribution can be used to
analyze oil–paper insulation reliability test data.
Figure 3. (a) Weibull probability chart for different temperatures; (b) The fitting line
between the logarithm of life characteristic and the reciprocal of absolute temperature [28].
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4. Oil–Paper Insulation Reliability Assessment Method and Its Validation
4.1. The Relationship between Oil–Paper Insulation Reliability and Lifetime
According to Table 2 and Formula (3), the relationship curve between oil–paper insulation
reliability and lifetime can be drawn at different temperatures, as shown in Figure 4a, by which the
reliability variation law over time could be obtained under different temperatures. If the real-time
temperature of the transformer is obtained, the accurate reliability level of oil–paper insulation system
may be acquired. Thus, in the same test voltage, the higher the temperature is, the earlier and the faster
the reliability drops, and the shorter the life expectancy will be, which is consistent with actual
operating experience. For the operation of the transformer, a low operating temperature is conducive to
maintain a high level of reliability of the oil–paper insulation system, to ensure stability and continuity
of power supply, and to extend the life of the transformer.
Figure 4. (a) Relationship curve between reliability and time under different temperatures.
(b) Application example of oil–paper insulation reliability evaluation.
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4.2. The Curve Cluster Method of Oil–Paper Insulation Reliability Assessment
Figure 4a shows that, at a certain temperature, the reliability of the samples decreases over time. If
the temperature changes at a certain moment, the reliability at this moment can be taken as the
longitudinal coordinate, and a line parallel to the timeline can be drawn to transfer the reliability to the
reliability variation curve of another temperature, thereby achieving long-term oil–paper insulation
reliability assessment under different temperatures. The specific evaluation process can be shown in
detail by a simple evaluation example in Figure 4b.
As shown in Figure 4b, the reliability remained at 0.9 at time ta when the temperature changed from
60 (point a) to 70 °C (point b); the reliability reduced from 0.9 to 0.7 over a period of time under 70 °C
(point b to point c); the reliability remained at 0.7 at time tc when the temperature changed to
80 °C (point d); the reliability reduced from 0.7 to 0.5 over a period of time under 80 °C (point d to
point e); the reliability remained at 0.5 at time te when the temperature changed back to 80 °C (point f).
In the whole process, the reliability of the oil–paper sample decreased from the initial 0.9 to the
final 0.5 (shown by the red line in Figure 4b).
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4.3. Experimental Validation of the Oil–Paper Insulation Reliability Assessment Method
The 30 samples, whose performance met the test requirements after the pretreatment, were taken for
the validation experiment at 9.5 kV under the temperatures of 70 and 80 °C. The test lasted for
5000 seconds at 70 °C, went on for 1024 seconds at 80 °C, and finally continued for 1000 seconds at
70 °C. The experimental verification trajectory is shown by the red line in Figure 5.
The records of experimental time and its failure number during the validation experiment are shown
in Table 3. The cumulative failure probability and reliability experimental values can be obtained from
Formulas (9) and (10) [26,29]:

F(t ) =

Ni
N

(9)

R(t) = 1 − F(t)

(10)

where F(t) is the cumulative failure probability, and R(t) is the reliability experimental value. N is
equal to 30, which is the total number of samples; Ni is the cumulative failure number; and t is
the lifetime.
Figure 5. Test for oil–paper insulation reliability evaluation method verification.
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According to the Weibull distribution parameters in Table 2, the reliability of the oil–paper
insulation under 70 and 80 °C can be respectively expressed as Formulas (11) and (12) below:
R1 ( t ) = 1 − F ( t ) = e −(t /6927 )

4.6

R 2 ( t ) = 1 − F ( t ) = e −( t /3878)

5.1

(11)
(12)

From these two formulas, the reliability curve cluster values can be calculated with the
corresponding time in Table 3.
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Table 3. Experimental verification test data of reliability evaluation method of
oil–paper insulation.
Test time
(s)
0–5000
5000–6024
6024–7024

Temperature Failure
(°C)
Number
70
80
70

6
14
6

Cumulative
Failure
Number Ni
6
20
26

Cumulative
Failure
Probability F(t)
0.2
0.6667
0.8667

Reliability
Test
Curve Cluster
Value
Value
0.8
0.7999
0.3333
0.3501
0.1333
0.1438

As shown in Table 3, the reliability curve cluster values are very close to the reliability
experimental values, from which the authors conclude that the oil–paper insulation curve cluster
assessment method is theoretically correct.
5. Further Research Work
Under normal operation conditions, the average lifetime of the insulation paper inside power
transformers is greater than 30 years. The aging test under the normal operation condition thus cannot
be carried out in the laboratory. It is almost impossible to achieve a reliability evaluation model
through the tests performed under normal operation conditions. Thus, accelerated aging tests are
necessary to establish a reliability evaluation model.
As shown in Section 4, the reliability assessment method is based on the accelerated aging life data
from the laboratory. Because of the difference between the accelerated aging condition and the normal
operational conditions, it needs further improvement to be used for evaluating the reliability of on-site
power transformer oil–paper insulation. Some further research works are as follows:
(1) The accelerated aging tests of different types of insulation paper and oil should be carried out
to study their influence on the reliability evaluation model. Then an improved assessment
model of the oil–paper insulation reliability under accelerated aging conditions can be proposed.
(2) The cycle time is so long that we cannot do the whole aging test under the normal operation
conditions. To resolve this problem, the comparison aging test within a short time is an ideal
way. By comparing the experimental results under the accelerated aging conditions with the
aging results under the normal operation conditions, the relationship between the test results
under both conditions can be established.
(3) According to (1) and (2), the oil–paper insulation reliability assessment model under the
accelerated aging conditions can be improved. The improved model can be used to evaluate the
oil–paper insulation reliability under normal operation condition.
(4) At critical points inside power transformers, such as the end of the winding and the hot spots,
the reliability of the insulation paper is lower than in other places. Thus, the relationship
between the reliabilities of the oil–paper insulation at critical points and other points should be
studied. When we obtain this relationship, an improved evaluation model can be proposed. It
can be used to evaluate the oil–paper insulation reliability and is not affected by the
sampling place.
(5) During the on-site application of this assessment model, it will be improved and refined. The
engineering validity of this method will be verified.
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6. Conclusions
The following conclusions may be put forward:
(a) The reliability of oil–paper insulation of power transformers obeys the two-parameter Weibull
distribution model under an electro-thermal combined aging condition.
(b) The curve cluster of the oil–paper Weibull reliability distribution, which takes temperature as a
variable, can be used to determine the reliability under different temperatures at different
life stages.
(c) The reliability assessment method, proposed in the present paper, is based on the accelerated
aging life data from laboratory, so it needs further improvement to be used for evaluating the
reliability of on-site power transformer oil–paper.
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